Mountainland MPO
Technical Advisory Committee

Monday, October 24, 2016

Mountainland Conference Room
586 East 800 North, Orem, UT

1:30 P.M.

1. Welcome and Introductions - Richard Nielsen
2. Approve August 1, 2016 Minutes - Richard Nielsen
3. TIP amendment - UDOT 500 West State Street - Bob Allen
4. TIP Distribution - Bob Allen
5. UDOT Technology Corridor Project - Craig Hancock
6. Open Meeting Training - Andrew Jackson
7. Other Business
   UTA
   UDOT

Next Meeting scheduled - To Be Determined
AGENDA ITEM # 3

DATE: 10/20/16
SUBJECT: TIP Modification – American Fork SR-74 to 500 East
PREPARED BY: Bob Allen

BACKGROUND: UDOT has a choke point project to use $6.8M of UDOT funds to widen SR-74 or 100 E in American Fork, already in the TIP. After initial design and discussions with the city of American Fork, the city has decided that they would rather wait to do the widening SR-74. They would rather have the money moved to another choke point project in American Fork on US-89 or State Street that is underfunded in the same year. The choke point project on State St. was not originally scoped or funded to make improvements at the 500 E American Fork intersection. The funding from SR-74 will give the project enough funding to do the recommended improvements at the 500 E intersection.

PROPOSAL: Region 3 would like to move the money (approximately $6.8M) from PIN 11219 (SR-74; Main St. to 740 North, American Fork) to PIN 9994 (US-89; State St, 220 S P.G. to 500 East A.F.).

RECOMMENDATION: MPO Staff recommends a modification of the TIP to move $6.8M of funds from SR-74 project to the US-89 project as requested.

SUGGESTED MOTION: I move that the MPO Technical Advisory Committee recommend to the MPO RPC that the TIP be modified to move $6.8M of funds from the SR-74 project to the US-89 project as requested by UDOT Region 3 and American Fork City.

CONTACT PERSON: Bob Allen, 801-229-3813 or rallen@mountainland.org
ATTACHMENT: Map
Project Location PIN 11219
SR-74; Main St. to 740 N AF

Project Location PIN 9994
US-89; State St, 220 S PG to 500 E AF

$6.8M